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•  How the decision has rocked the royal family
•  All the details — Kate’s plan to change  

the monarchy
•  Charles’ reaction as the queen snubs him
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Je s s ic a  S i m p s on ’s 
career has changed a 
lot in 17 years, but re-

markably, the same can’t 
be said about her face! “I 
don’t see any dramatic 
change, which is a win,” 
N YC-area plastic sur-
geon Dr. Steve Fallek tells 
Life & Style of the singer-
turned-fashion-mogul, 37. 
But that doesn’t mean she 
hasn’t had help, of course. 
Both Dr. Fallek and Troy, 
Mich., plastic surgeon Dr. 
Danielle DeLuca-Py tell 
agree that signs of Bo-
tox are present. “You can 
tell by looking at the po-
sition of the inside part of 
her brow,” says Dr. DeLuca-
Pytell. “It’s lower than the 

outside part.” Fillers are 
also at work, says NYC der-
matologist Dr. Gary Gold-
enberg, who, like the other 
experts in this story, hasn’t 
treated the star. “Her eyes 
look deeper-set, which may 
be a result of filler in the 
cheeks or weight gain,” he 
says. “Placement of fillers 
in the temples might pro-
duce a more balanced look.” 
Overall, however, the docs 
agree that Jessica’s had 
good results. “She looks 
great,” praises Dr. Gold-
enberg. “Younger than her 
actual age!” 

Jessica’s Mogul Makeover

2000

eyebrows
botox in the 

glabella, the space 
between the eyebrows, 
is likely what changed 
their angle. Average 

cost? Around 
$600.

now

nose
she’s denied having 

her nose done, but Dr. 
Fallek believes otherwise. 
“It’s slimmer in width and 

also on the bridge,” he 
says. A good rhinoplasty 

can set you back up 
to $10K.

cheeKs
“It appears 

she’s used fillers to 
lift and contour her 

face, especially in the 
mid-cheek,” says Dr. 
Goldenberg. cost? 

From $1.2K to 
$5K.

“Contouring with 
fillers has kept 
her youthful.”  

— Dr. Gary Goldenberg 
lIps

Jess’ pout (which 
she’s admitted to 

plumping in the past) looks 
fuller. “The lower lip should be 
slightly larger than the upper,” 
says Dr. Deluca-pytell. “The 
reversal of normal anatomy is 

a telltale sign of injections,” 
which can run $625 

per syringe.
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